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Tle figures in the margin indicote JuIl marks

for ttrc Etestians

(a) How was religion viewed in Shaw's

youth? Why is Shaw of tJle opinion t1'at
ilif. Fo."e' will be acceptabie to all

religions and creed?

Describe Osbert's experiences of life

before he met the old friend who

confided that 'seventy'is the best years

of iife. 10
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for tt@ E)estiotts

{a). How was religion viewed in Shaw's

youttr? Why is Shaw of the opinion that

'Life Force' will be acceptable to all

religions and creed?

Or

10

10
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of life.
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2. (a) What is the condition of the pagodas at
Pagan? Bring out the difference between
Maugham and the Czecho-Sloval< as
travellers.

(b)

3. (a)

(b)

4. (a)
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5.

Or

(b) Elaborate the central idea of the poem,
Indian Weauers l0

Write a precis of the following passage and
give a suitable title to it :. 14

Now as much as ever before it is important
for workers to have a good work ethic.
Without it, businesses and industries

Or

Bring out the humour in A Village
Cicket Mdtch.

Show how the humour in the play,
Refund depends on (y' situation, and
/iy' characters. 10

()r

Examine ttre character of Wasserkopf. 10

Bring out different qualities of the poet's
father and mother in Ezekiel's poem,
Night of the Scorpion. 10

( Continued
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job. Many employers have been asked over
the years to list tl:e most important skills
and characteristics they looli for when hiring
new employees. Among the most common
answers are good communication skills,
positive attitude and the ability to be
dependable, punctual and responsible.
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2. Why did Butler refute the theory of Darwin?
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4. How does tJle author describe Southcott as he preparedto bat? 6
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Why does the mathematics
'excellent' in conduct?

master mark Wasserkopfs
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"We weave a dead man,s funeral
significance of the line.

shroud." Explain the

***
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